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UNFREEZING LEGAL REALITY: CRITICAL APPROACHES TO LAW

ROBERT W. GORDON*

Critical Legal Studies continues to flourish despite persistent criticism concerning its goals and aims. In the lecture reproduced below, Professor Gordon demonstrates why such global criticism is not only harmless but irrelevant to the central message of the movement. Borrowing from the growing body of CLS scholarship, he illustrates, through example, that the most valuable contributions of CLS are essentially local in nature. But these predominantly local critiques, he explains, can be readily extended to new areas in order to destroy the seemingly necessary connection between the way our law is and the way it must be.

A NEW way of talking about and practicing law has come on the scene in the last ten years: "Critical Legal Studies," or "CLS" for short. I am particularly pleased by your invitation to speak on the subject because it demonstrates an intellectual curiosity and generosity of spirit that have lately been in short supply in legal academia. A few people associated with CLS are, like myself, comfortably tenured at good law schools, and are invited to give prestigious lectures on our modish heresies. But most of the people affiliated with CLS, or influenced by CLS ideas, or willing to take and discuss CLS seriously, are younger lawyers who have suddenly found themselves in desperately precarious situations.

* Professor of Law, Stanford University. A.B., 1967, Harvard College; J.D., 1971, Harvard Law School. The first version of this essay was given as the Mason Ladd Memorial Lecture at the Florida State University College of Law in April 1985. I am very grateful to the Dean, faculty, and students of the College of Law and especially to Janet Bowman, Larry George, Lynne Henderson, Adam Hirsch, John Larson, Jack Van Doren, and Don Weidner for their hospitality and helpful comments. I tried out later versions of this essay on student audiences at the University of California at Berkeley (Boalt Hall) School of Law, Duke University Law School, and Wayne State University Law School. The comments and questions at those sessions helped me figure out how to revise this piece. Mark Kelman and Robert Weisberg made valuable comments on this draft.
They struggle hard to find or hold on to teaching jobs in law faculties whose fierce hostility to CLS is surpassed only by their members' refusal to learn anything about CLS ideas. Such resistance is ungrounded. Despite the huge amount of publicity focussed on the movement, its opponents have produced few intellectually substantial discussions of its work, relying instead upon offhand and wildly inaccurate dismissive caricatures. Certainly no outside critique of CLS even comes close to the detailed CLS critiques of mainstream legal and law-and-economics scholarship, or to the intense debates about its work that have taken place within CLS and the wider circle of sympathetic nonadherents.

CLS is a movement mostly of law teachers, but also including some practitioners, which started for most of us in the late 1960s or early 1970s out of a sense of extreme dissatisfaction with our

---

1. Most of the published critiques of CLS seem to me to fall into one of three categories: (1) Polemics directed generally and vaguely against the writer's preconceived and completely misinformed view of CLS work—usually the view that CLS is a sort of crude instrumental Marxism—and making no attempt to engage with any specific CLS texts; (2) Critiques, more or less informed, and ranging from sympathetic to truly venomous, treating CLS as if it were a global philosophy or social theory of law rather than (as I would urge is true of most CLS work) a set of local critiques of local situations and discourses, and engaging only with the most general-sounding statements and dicta of CLS writers rather than with the bulk of their work, which consists of some very concrete and detailed discussions of legal-doctrinal, law-and-economics, and legal-historical scholarship plus about a dozen histories of legal doctrines and institutions; (3) A handful of critiques that take the trouble to address the specific concerns of particular CLS texts. Most of the latter are by legal historians: see, e.g., Simpson, The Horwitz Thesis and the History of Contracts, 46 U. Chi. L. Rev. 533 (1979); Schwartz, Tort Law and the Economy in Nineteenth Century America: A Reinterpretation, 90 Yale L.J. 1711 (1981); Alford, The Inescrutable Occidental? Implications of Roberto Unger's Uses and Abuses of the Chinese Past, 64 Tex. L. Rev. 915 (1986); Watson, Book Review, 91 Yale L.J. 1034 (1982)(reviewing M. Tushnet, The American Law of Slavery, 1810-1860: Considerations of Humanity and Interest (1981)). Some are by legal economists: see, e.g., Kornhauser, The Great Image of Authority, 36 Stan. L. Rev. 349 (1984); Markovits, Duncan's Do Nots: Cost-Benefit Analysis and the Determination of Legal Entitlements, 36 Stan. L. Rev. 1169 (1984). These pieces exhibit various degrees of perception (Professor Alford's is the outstanding one) into the substance of the works criticized but are alike, admirable, and exceptional in actually trying to come to grips with that substance.

own legal education. We hoped to produce some work about law that would try to make clear and convincing our felt uneasiness, and to work those inchoate feelings of dissatisfaction into a critique with some cogency and content. We hoped also to begin to build up a number of descriptions of legal practices—concepts, doctrines, institutions, routines, underlying structures—that would seem more real, more resonant with our experience.

Since most of us were and are law teachers, our first targets were the ways in which traditional subjects, such as those of the standard first-year courses, were taught and written about in mainstream legal scholarship. Much of the product of the movement to date has been demolition work ("trashing") on that scholarship. Much also has been historical, an attempt to figure out how our current accepted modes of thinking about law should have come to take hold of our minds. In the process of doing the history, we discovered a partly buried treasure, the writings of the "Legal Realists," a group of legal scholars of the 1920s and 1930s who, like ourselves, devoted much intellectual energy to slaying their fathers, in their case the "formalist" generation of doctrinal legal scholars such as C.C. Langdell, Samuel Williston, and Joseph Henry Beale. Now the Legal Realists are mostly remembered for having been skeptical about the determining force of precedent, for believing that judges could always reach any result they wanted and would therefore decide cases out of class bias or passing whimsy. The CLS writers have tried to resurrect some of the Legal Realists' more substantial scholarship, to appropriate it to their own purposes, and to generalize it into a critique of mainstream modes of liberal-legal thought more far-reaching than anything the Legal Realists themselves had in mind.

So far I have described CLS as a movement chiefly of legal intellectuals. But at the same time it is a movement in pursuit of some shared political and social objectives. We do not have a uniform view of the world—in fact we seem always to be quarrelling fundamentally, if also mostly affectionately, with one another. But we are united in that we would like our work, in so far as it is possible, to help in modest ways to realize the potential we believe exists to transform the practices of the legal system to help make this a more decent, equal, solidary society—less intensively ordered by hierarchies of class, status, "merit," race, and gender—more decentralized, democratic, and participatory both in its own forms of social life and in the forms it promotes in other countries. Many of us thus regard as a primary audience for our work what might be
called mainstream center or left liberals who share much of this general political agenda, but believe that for a whole host of reasons it is hopeless to try to achieve it. They may believe that the cards are stacked too heavily against change, that the effort to realize less hierarchy in society would entail tremendous costs—loss of productive efficiency, loss of individual freedom, threateningly expansive state power—and would in any case be hopeless because the power hierarchies are so entrenched. In conversation with people who see themselves in the center or left of American liberalism, even if they are in fact members of privileged elites, one encounters again and again this paralysis, founded in their sense that legal and social realities are frozen, that we have reached the end of history and that the possibility of fundamental change is now forever closed to us.

Now a central tenet of CLS work has been that the ordinary discourses of law—debates over legislation, legal arguments, administrative and court decisions, lawyers’ discussions with clients, legal commentary and scholarship, etc.—all contribute to cementing this feeling, at once despairing and complacent, that things must be the way they are and that major changes could only make them worse. Legal discourse accomplishes this in many ways. First by endlessly repeating the claim that law and the other policy sciences have perfected a set of rational techniques and institutions that have come about as close as we are ever likely to get to solving the problem of domination in civil society. Put another way, legal discourse paints an idealized fantasy of order according to which legal rules and procedures have so structured relations among people that such relations may primarily be understood as instituted by their consent, their free and rational choices. Such coercion as apparently remains may be explained as the result of necessity—either natural necessities (such as scarcity or the limited human capacity for altruism) or social necessities. For example, in a number of the prevailing discourses, the ordinary hierarchies of workplace domination and subordination are explained: (1) by reference to the contractual agreement of the parties and to their relative preferences for responsibility versus leisure, or risk taking versus security; (2) by the natural distribution of differential talents and skills (Larry Bird earns more as a basketball player because he is better); and (3) by the demands of efficiency in production, which are said to require extensive hierarchy for the purposes of supervision and monitoring, centralization of investment decisions, and so forth. There are always some residues of clearly un-
happy conditions—undeserved deprivation, exploitation, suffering—that cannot be explained in any of these ways. The discourses of law are perhaps most resourceful in dealing with these residues, treating them as, on the whole, readily reformable within the prevailing political options for adjusting the structures of ordinary practices—one need merely fine tune the scheme of regulation, or deregulation, to correct them. But the prevailing discourse has its cynical and worldly side, and its tragic moments, to offset the general mood of complacency. In this mood it resignedly acknowledges that beyond the necessary minimum and the reformable residues of coercion and misery there is an irreducible, intractable remainder—due to inherent limits on our capacity for achieving social knowledge, or for changing society through deliberate intervention, or for taking collective action against evil without suffering the greater evil of despotic power.

These discourses of legal and technical rationality, of rights, consent, necessity, efficiency, and tragic limitation, are of course discourses of power—not only for the obvious reasons that law’s commands are backed by force and its operations can inflict enormous pain, but because to have access to these discourses, to be able to use them or pay others to use them on your behalf, is a large part of what it means to possess power. Further, they are discourses that—although often partially constructed, or extracted as concessions, through the pressure of relatively less powerful groups struggling from below—in habitual practice tend to express the interests and the perspectives of the powerful people who use them. The discourses have some of the power they do because some of their claims sound very plausible, though many do not. The claim, for example, that workers in health-destroying factories voluntarily “choose,” in any practical sense of the term, the risks of the workplace in return for a wage premium, is probably not believed by anyone save those few expensively trained out of the capacity to recognize what is going on around them. In addition, both the plausible and implausible claims are backed up in the cases of law and of economics and the policy sciences by a quite formidable-seeming technocratic apparatus of rational justification—suggesting that the miscellany of social practices we happen to have been born into in this historical moment is much more than a contingent miscellany. It has an order, even if sometimes an invisible one; it makes sense. The array of legal norms, institutions, procedures, and doctrines in force, can be rationally derived from the principles of regard for individual autonomy, utilitarian
efficiency or wealth creation, the functional needs of social order or economic prosperity, or the moral consensus and historical traditions of the community.

There are several general points CLS people have wanted to assert against these discourses of power. First, the discourses have helped to structure our ordinary perceptions of reality so as to systematically exclude or repress alternative visions of social life, both as it is and as it might be. One of the aims of CLS methods is to try to dredge up and give content to these suppressed alternative visions. Second, the discourses fail even on their own terms to sustain the case for their relentlessly apologetic conclusions. Carefully understood, they could all just as well be invoked to support a politics of social transformation instead. Generally speaking, the CLS claims under this heading are that the rationalizing criteria appealed to (of autonomy, functional utility, efficiency, history, etc.) are far too indeterminate to justify any conclusions about the inevitability or desirability of particular current practices; such claims, when unpacked, again and again turn out to rest on some illegitimate rhetorical move or dubious intermediate premise or empirical assumption. Further, the categories, abstractions, conventional rhetorics, reasoning modes and empirical statements of our ordinary discourses in any case so often misdescribe social experience as not to present any defensible pictures of the practices that they attempt to justify. Not to say of course that there could be such a thing as a single correct way of truthfully rendering social life as people live it, or that CLS writers could claim to have discovered it. But the commonplace legal discourses often produce such seriously distorted representations of social life that their categories regularly filter out complexity, variety, irrationality, unpredictability, disorder, cruelty, coercion, violence, suffering, solidarity and self-sacrifice.

3. For one example among many, see Kennedy, Cost-Benefit Analysis of Entitlement Problems: A Critique, 33 Stan. L. Rev. 387 (1981) (cost-benefit analysis, usually employed to limit regulation, can be manipulated, entirely consistently with its premises and principles, to justify virtually any regulatory regime).

4. It should not really be necessary to say—but I will say it anyway to ward off charges of appalling hubris—that nobody in CLS would claim to have originated or to possess an exclusive claim on such critiques of liberal discourses generally and of liberal-legal ones specifically. Indeed some of the most acute of the critiques of this kind that have informed CLS writing have come from relatively conservative critics of liberalism (Burke, Burckhardt, Tocqueville, Weber, O.W. Holmes, etc.), and from within the liberal tradition itself (Bentham, J.S. Mill, T.H. Green, etc.) as well as from the “left.”
Summing up: The purpose of CLS as an intellectual enterprise is to try to thaw out, or at least to hammer some tiny dents on, the frozen mind sets induced by habitual exposure to legal practices—by trying to show how normal legal discourses contribute to freezing, and to demonstrate how problematic these discourses are. I realize that what I have said so far is massively abstract and vague. To make it more accessible, consider the following sample of a CLS method of approaching a fragment of legal discourse. I should first give fair warning that CLS is too heterogeneous, too divided into conflicting schools and working methods, too well stocked with mavericks and eccentrics, to have produced an orthodox canon of “correct” approaches. The sample of CLS method I give here does not, as it happens, derive from any of my own work but from the work of others. It is a variant of one particular strain of CLS critiques, both more formally and more elaborately set forth in works of Duncan Kennedy, Roberto Unger, Clare Dalton, Peter Gabel, Elizabeth Mensch, Karl Klare, Mary Joe Frug, and Jay Feinman on critical contract law, and in Mark Kelman’s superb forthcoming book on CLS scholarship generally. I cannot warrant that my attempt to apply their methods would meet with their approval, and I strongly recommend to readers who want to learn more about the methods to consult their work before charging them with all the errors and follies I may have committed here. My example is a case of a kind that I would teach in my contracts course, and, in honor of the occasion, a Florida case.

The case is Vokes v. Arthur Murray, Inc. This was an action brought in the Circuit Court of Pinellas County, Florida, to rescind, on grounds of fraud, some fourteen contracts for dance les-


6. 212 So. 2d 906 (Fla. 2d DCA 1968).
sons with the Arthur Murray franchise in Clearwater. A "friend" (not quite a friend, actually an instructor at the dance studio) brought Audrey Vokes to the studio for a party, spent most of the evening with her, and kept telling her what a great dancer she was and what a great future she had as a dancer. The studio then sold her an initial promotion package of eight half-hour dance lessons for $14.50. Over the next sixteen months, Audrey Vokes was given Medals for Dancing, promoted within the Arthur Murray hierarchy of accomplished dancers, and was made eligible for special trips to Miami and Trinidad (at her own expense). Most important, she was throughout this period repeatedly being signed up to new long-term contracts for dance lessons. At the time she finally decided to pull out, she had contracted in advance to pay $31,090 (in 1969 dollars) for 2,302 hours of lessons. The trial court dismissed her suit to rescind for failure to state a claim. The case went up to the Second District Court of Appeal, where the court reversed the trial court and said there was a good cause of action.

The trial judge evidently treated the case as a routine collections matter—a standard transaction describable in completely standardized, abstract language. \(C\), a consumer, enters into a forward contract with \(D\), a dance studio. The contract stipulates that \(D\) will give \(C\) \(H\) hours of dance instruction for a price, \(P\), payable in installments. \(C\) breaches by not paying installments as they fall due. \(C\) is liable for the unpaid balance of the contract price. The "normal" framing of the transaction for decision, even today, remains that of nineteenth-century classical liberalism—what we now tend to call the "right-wing" or (very misleadingly) the "conservative" view of private bargains as presumptively free and efficient. The court will automatically give effect to the formal signs of voluntary agreement, in this case the facial terms of the written contract. Ms. Vokes' competence to contract and consent to the terms are presumed from her signature. In order to have any chance of success in her suit, she must struggle against the normal framing and recast her situation as falling into some recognized category of exceptions and defenses: duress, fraud, mistake, undue influence, unconscionability, and so forth.

The category that Judge Pierce of the district court of appeal eventually settled on to release Ms. Vokes from her contract was fraud, or misrepresentation. The specific problem that the court focused on was that, as the studio must have recognized from the start, the poor lady was a lousy dancer and could not have been made a good or even acceptable dancer however many hours and
dollars she were to invest in trying. But the seller is allowed a fair amount of leeway for "puffery"—inflated sales pitches, hyperbole, flattery, psychological manipulation, and so forth. Further, as counsel for the studio stressed in his argument, even a seller who knows that the transaction may develop serious problems that will impair its value to the buyer has no obligation to share his superior knowledge.

But in this case, Judge Pierce asserted, the studio people went beyond puffery and nondisclosure: they lied. The customer could barely hear the beat. Knowing that, they still told her she could be a great dancer, and thus induced her to sign up for lots of long-term contracts. (If she were really such a bad dancer, the studio's counsel argued, she was unjustified in relying on the studio's claims that she was a good one!)

Classical contract law, the body of law built to enact the political economy of nineteenth century laissez-faire liberalism,\(^7\) constructs the basic framework for this decision. To avoid holding for the studio, the court of appeals threw it into one of the exception-types to the normal case. In so doing, however, the court accepted the normal framing of the situation—telling us that most of the time, contractual transactions of this kind are fine. Notice that the court even treated an occasion where it is not enforcing a contract as an occasion to reassert the basic norm of freedom of contract as the natural, normal, desirable situation—one in which the court puts its authority behind the form as representing the true intention of the parties.

The conventional framework looks like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Deviant/exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Will of parties</td>
<td>Public policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Market transactions</td>
<td>Regulation;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Redistribution,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Paternalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private ordering</td>
<td>Public &quot;intervention&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The prominent language of the case, the phrases you would stress with magic marker, decides for Audrey Vokes with the least possible disruption of the frame. The decision is market-reinforcing, rather than market-regulating. The usual presumption that contractual transactions are entered into as a result of free, ra-

tional, voluntary choice is overcome by strong evidence that one party, the studio, fed some deliberately distorting information into the bargain. The studio did not have to volunteer any information about its performance; but once it did, subject to a discount for puffing, the information had to be true. Audrey Vokes was deliberately given false facts. Observe the picture of the consumer decision here. It is drawn from the account given of rational choice in scientific positivism. We accumulate data, bits of information, from observation and from what people tell us. We then use that data to decide how to allocate our resources in such a way as will maximize our preferences. Ms. Vokes' decision process was distorted by bugs in her data input.

To his credit, Judge Pierce did not entirely rely on this characterization of the dealings between Audrey Vokes and the dance studio—which would be a truly nutty description as well as an extremely abstract and mechanistic one—a description that would not even begin to capture the interaction between Audrey Vokes and her dance instructors in a way that any of the participants or, say, a novelist, anthropologist, or even an inquiring lawyer, would find intelligible or interesting. The nutty, abstract quality of this description comes out of trying to fit this experience into certain categories of legal analysis which—for purposes of classification, administrative convenience, doctrinal consistency, political legitimacy, and ideology—finds formal categories, and the squeezing of experience to suit them, a necessary, and indeed indispensable aspect of the lawmaking function. "Law means so pitifully little to life," as Karl Llewellyn used to say. "Life is so terrifyingly dependent on the law." 8 There is no point in complaining about abstraction in law per se; if law is not abstract, it is not law. It is how legal discourse abstracts, in any particular situation, that matters.

In any case, our sense of experience is always pushing up against the legal categories, and potentially forcing alternative understandings of what is going on. In Vokes, some of these alternative understandings emerge in the narrative of the facts. A case is a story, and as all lawyers know, the way the story is told is often crucial to the outcome. 9 So at the very start we learn that Ms. Vokes is a "widow of 51 years" and "without family" and had hopes of find-

---

9. This point has been well dramatized recently in an excellent piece of description and advocacy on contract law teaching. See Wangerin, Skills Training in ‘Legal Analysis': A Systematic Approach, 40 U. MIAMI L. REV. 409 (1986).
ing a "new interest in life"; and that the dance instructors, besides misinforming her, subjected her to the unwitting influence of a "constant and continuous barrage of flattery, false praise, excessive compliments, and panegyric encomiums," and to "overreaching blandishment and cajolery."\footnote{10}

Through the briefly sketched images of the court, our rational consumer has been transformed into a lonely, vulnerable woman in search of excitement and companionship—the dance studio, from a seller of dancing skills, into a sort of surrogate lover.\footnote{11} A 51-year-old widow who would not dream of going, for example, to a singles bar wants safe and respectable ways to find male companionship. Learning how to dance is such a way. The dance studio becomes not just a way of getting there, but the destination itself: a place where attractive and charming instructors discover in her unsuspected graces and talents, and encourage her to feel desirable and at home among friends. They put her in a hierarchy of achievement and reward her efforts with medals and promotions. Was she really misled by being told how graceful and talented she was? Would things have been better, and she happier, if she had been given a coldly critical appraisal of her dancing ability? Perhaps the flattery and attention, even the lies if one must label a seducer's compliments as such, were not a distortion of the service the studio should have been rendering her, but an essential part of the service itself. The commodity the studio men are supplying is much more than dancing skills; it is the sensation of being alive and exciting.

At this point, any classical-liberal lawyer might want to interrupt and ask, "So what?" He might say that all this is simply extraneous and irrelevant, that it's just sentimental detail. Particularizing the facts in this manner might make one feel sorry for one of the parties, but that hardly justifies defeating their formal contractual expectations. One might also paint just such a tragic picture of the managers of the dance studio, small business people just barely scraping a profit from their franchise, depending on income streams from long-term contracts to pay the rent, feed the kids, and keep instructors employed. Should they run a business

\footnote{10} Vokes, 212 So. 2d at 907.

\footnote{11} I must stress here that the characterizations in this paragraph and elsewhere in this lecture of "Audrey Vokes" and the people at the "Arthur Murray studio" are not intended to convey anything about the real Audrey Vokes or studio personnel. I am extrapolating, perhaps entirely fancifully, from the sparse clues in the opinion. The editors of the Florida State University Law Review made efforts on my behalf to find further information about the case from briefs and records but were unable to do so.
dependent upon good customer relations by first insulting the customers—coldly appraising their dancing abilities and telling them, if they have none, to get lost?

Besides, the lawyer might say, all this circumstantial detail you have added just makes the studio's case stronger. If Audrey Vokes wanted to hear half-truths about her ability, if flattery and cajolment is all part of the service, then there has been no "distortion" of rational choice. She has contracted for what she wants—what we all want—the illusion of endless youth and erotic vitality, powers expanding rather than contracting with age. If the courts deny dance studios the right to sell this commodity by insisting on flatly factual dealings with their customers, then people like Audrey Vokes will have many more restricted choices, maybe nowhere to go, or at least will have to pay higher prices to compensate the studios for the risk of ad hoc judicial invalidation of some of the other customers' contracts. The court may say, with heavy sarcasm, that the studio's "flowery eulogiums . . . proceeded as much or more from the urge to 'ring the cash register' as from any honest or realistic appraisal of her dancing prowess." So in America it has become illegal to want to make a buck?—especially by supplying a service (flattery and companionship) that a large section of the population needs and comes to dance studios to satisfy?

Yet some of us readers of the case continue to feel—don't we?—that Judge Pierce's narrative detail is or should be somehow relevant to the decision of the case, that to hear the story changes our view of the situation and of the justice of enforcing the contract, and not only because, in the way he has told it, we are made to feel sorry for Audrey Vokes' lonely and vulnerable widowhood. Judge Pierce's appeal with these surplus details is to what might be called an underground jurisprudence of equity. The jurisprudence is not actually all underground. Some of it has been formalized in the categories of "undue influence" or (more vaguely) of "fiduciary relationships." The idea is that in relationships in which people have achieved a certain level of intimacy and an expectation of mutual trust there should be a big change in the legal ground rules affecting their interaction. Once a party has come to expect that the other will not take every advantage of her that he can, and her guard is down, the other's room for self-interested strategic maneuvering should be limited. To some extent he is now

12. See Vokes, 212 So. 2d at 909.
expected to look after her interest as well as his own. That is the usual interpretation of professional services—medical or legal, for example. The dance studio in the *Vokes* case manufactures its commodity, its magic illusions, by creating an atmosphere of highly eroticized romantic intimacy; the instructors become substitutes for (barely sublimated) lovers of the customers. The outrage of the court, reflected in the law of undue influence or of advantage taking of fiduciary relations, comes in part from the sense of betrayal that we all experience when we realize that a lover, or an intimate, someone whom we trusted to take care of us, has all along had nothing in mind but his own profit. The plaintiff says: “You’ve seduced me and abandoned me, and now, to add insult to injury, you expect me to pay for the experience.”

The set of equitable conceptions that Judge Pierce implicitly appeals to thus creates a somewhat revised picture of the framework we started with:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Deviant/exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Private choices</td>
<td>State policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arms-length in markets</td>
<td>intervention/ regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fiduciary relations</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We have added a new, intermediate category that mixes private with public obligation: it imposes a set of implied obligations arising from this supposedly peculiar context of fiduciary relations. Yet the “normal” world of business bargains is still assumed to be first: classical contract law’s neo-Hobbesian nightmare images of the society of atomistic individuals—solitary self-interested selves drifting about pursuing their own projects, seeing other people either as instruments of their purposes or threats to their security. In this fantasy of predatory paranoiacs, formal contracting represents the only safe way for people to associate with one another. Contracts are those carefully circumscribed interactions in which these solitary beings briefly join together for an alienated moment of mutual exploitation.

It is quite extraordinary—and a tribute to the power of ideology to structure perceptions of reality—that this legal view of the standard transaction should have come to prevail over the everyday experience of economic dealings in the business world, largely conducted by members of trading communities in continuing relationships with one another, who have established for one another governing conventions and norms quite unlike those, in most respects, of classical contract law. Written documents are not expected to
define in advance all the terms of performance; flexibility in adapting terms to changing circumstances is a virtue, literal insistence on formal terms ("working to rule") a type of bad faith obstructionism. In hard times—such as shortages, strikes, price increases—parties are expected, within limits, to tolerate shortfalls in performance, lend each other mutual support, and share in losses. This description of the contracting behavior of ordinary capitalist merchants actually fits much more closely the pattern of rules constructed for the deviant, "fiduciary" category than the supposedly standard arms-length one.\textsuperscript{14}

The argument is frequently heard that unless formal contract terms are enforced to the letter, the economy will collapse. But in fact the exact opposite would approach more closely the truth: it is insistence upon formal enforcement that would cause collapse.\textsuperscript{15} A regime promoting short-term self-interested individualism—opportunism, strategic behavior, predation and paranoia—can be, as any transaction-cost-attentive economist, or any businessperson knows, highly inefficient: people have constantly to expend valuable resources providing against the risk that somebody might take advantage of them. Furthermore, long-term dealings require flexibility and a commitment to cooperate. Formally specifying everything that will happen in advance is a waste of resources, and holding trading partners to such specifications in changing circumstances is mostly folly.\textsuperscript{16} The legal system, the argument might run, should therefore underwrite relationships of trust, of general reciprocity, and penalize breaches of trust—especially in situations where the relationship is not likely to be a continuing one, so that the sanction of refusing future dealings is unavailable. From this perspective, what the court does in the \textit{Vokes} case is simply to enforce one party's expectation that the other side will treat them in good faith in every transaction.


\textsuperscript{15} This sentence is somewhat misleading as seriously overstating the determinacy of "formal enforcement." Classical contract law, as its Legal Realist critics never tire of pointing out, is prodigal with formal escape hatches to formal enforcement, e.g., lack of consideration, defects in offer-and-acceptance, mitigation-forseeability-uncertainty limitations on remedies, etc.

Vokes, one might say, should not be seen as a deviant transaction at all, just one involving a set of ideas about what the parties have "consented" to different from those involved in the typical arms-length transaction.

The argument just made is one that asks us to see nonenforcement in this case not as an interference with, but a promotion of, the goals of free contracting in the market. Obviously, it is not the only such argument that can be made. To list briefly a few more:

1. There is the argument made by the court: the studio misled the customer about the value of the bargain by lying about her dancing ability. It was not a terribly plausible argument, but there is another one like it—that the studio knows a key fact about these deals that customers do not know: the appetite for commercial dancing services rather rapidly reaches a saturation point. Few people end up actually wanting anything like the vast total of hours they sign up for. Selling these contracts is like selling a fairy coach: the contracts are beautiful, but they turn into pumpkins at midnight. The studio knows this from long experience; and the customers do not and will not usually be able to find out until it is too late. Arguably indeed it is this asymmetry in knowledge that makes long-term contracting both possible and necessary in this business: the customers would not keep coming back unless they had locked themselves in to the contracts.

2. The previous set of arguments suggests a second: the customer's capacity for "free contracting" in the present has to be limited to preserve her capacity for free choice in the future. The studio should not be able to bind her to this agreement because it ties up too many of her assets and too much of her time for too long. This is like the common law policies against lifetime assignments of earnings, long-term covenants not to compete, contracts to sell oneself into slavery, or the rules criminalizing addictive drugs. The familiar metaphor for this form of restraint upon the present to protect future choice is the story of Ulysses and the Sirens: Ulysses has his sailors tie him to the mast so he will not throw himself into the sea chasing the irresistible song of the Sirens.

3. The addictive drugs analogy suggests yet another line of argument, going to contractual capacity. The particular seduction tech-

17. See Distributive and Paternalistic Motives, supra note 5, for a thorough development of the general form of this argument.

niques used to sell the contract have suspended Ms. Vokes’ capacity for rational choice. The studio hooks her on glamorizing flattery, then threatens to withhold the drug unless she keeps signing contracts. The main evidence for this is simply the outlandish quantity of lessons—if she danced for two hours a day, every day, for the next ten years she still would not have consumed all the hours purchased. She is not “crazy” in the sense of committable or diagnosably psychotic, but the situation has hooked her. You could also make a case for duress out of the same facts: the studio has created a temporary monopoly situation in which its attentions are of unique value. It has driven her out into a desert where it owns the only water concession, and it uses the situation to extort gigantic rents.

4. Yet another approach, fully consistent with the logic of enforcing free contracts, would simply be to argue that the studio breached the contract before the customer did, by failing to keep her satisfied. The attention she received earlier was a sample, a sort of implied warranty of the treatment she would get later. One might also argue that her obligation to pay was subject to an implied condition of continuing customer satisfaction. When the lessons no longer turned her on, she could cancel.

With this battery of arguments in mind, let us redraw our diagram:
The point of the new diagram is that all the moves that the classical liberal wants to characterize as state intervention into, or regulation of the regime of private contracting can easily be recast as protecting and fostering the regime of private contracting itself. Every system of free contract needs ground rules ("constitutive" rules), specifying when an exchange is going to be considered free. Every system has repeatedly to decide what will count as impaired choice—what is fraud, duress, lack of capacity; which of a person's choosing selves, the earlier or the later, is to be protected in her choices; should agreements be construed formally and narrowly or broadly and functionally, and so forth. The sum of these decisions will constitute the real system in force. In the case of late twentieth-century contract law, there happen to be at least two rival and contradictory systems of ground rules for private ordering that courts and litigants can appeal to: a formal neo-Hobbesian world of "individualist" rules, specifying a very narrow, but firmly binding once assumed, scope of mutual obligation; and a quite informal regime of "altruist" standards, creating a hazy open-ended realm.

19. See Distributive and Paternalistic Motives, supra note 5.
of indefinite reliance-based duties, relatively easy to escape upon changed circumstances or the other side's dealing in bad faith.\textsuperscript{20}

Predictably, the redrawn diagram drives classical liberals crazy. They object that such a sloppy scheme of ground rules sabotages the whole libertarian enterprise of trying to draw clear enforceable lines setting off private voluntary choice from state (coercive) intervention. All contracts that turn out badly for one party will be vulnerable to attack on grounds of insufficient disclosure, misleading information, limited capacity to contract at the time, or changed circumstances. All contracts, they say, involve some disparity in market power, in knowledge and in bargaining skill. All contracts may be analyzed as involving coercive threats: "If you won't deal with me on my terms I'll withdraw from the relationship."\textsuperscript{21} Nearly all contracts in the business world involve a number of partners in some sort of close and continuing relationships. If we start to recognize all these situations as grounds for nonenforcement of formally specified terms, the whole system of private bargaining becomes exposed to legal challenge.

Modern liberals of course respond to this classical \textit{cri de coeur} with reassurances that we need not worry, the integrity of the system has not been compromised. It is just that the task of identifying the freely-bargained transaction has shifted from a formal rule-based to an informal particularistic approach that more reliably distinguishes the fair from the rogue transaction than did the old system. CLS people tend to agree with the classical liberal: his complaint is accurate, and that is the point. The regime of exceptions does indeed contradict, and potentially swallow up, the regime of rules. And things are even worse for the classical liberal. Not only is it true that what he thinks of as the norm of private contract enforcement will justify a lot of legal conclusions that he was used to thinking of as interventionist,\textsuperscript{22} but to add to his growing feeling that the world has gone crazy and is being turned upside down consider that enforcement of the "core" or "normal" transaction of the classical system itself involves making a lot of controversial public policy choices—choices about how to regulate. From this perspective all routine contract enforcement represents

\textsuperscript{20} See \textit{Form and Substance, supra} note 5.
\textsuperscript{22} He complains that the court is interfering with contracting—the court replies that it's just enforcing the ground-rules upon which the institution of contracting essentially depends. The case is not a violation, but a strengthening of the framework.
a form of regulation of private transactions. The framework could be redrawn to look like this:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Normal</th>
<th>Deviant/exceptional</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Law merely facilitating</td>
<td>Regulatory Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>private voluntary choices</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Null set</td>
<td>All of contract law</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This point of view, these days, should be completely uncontroversial, or at least a lot less controversial than it was in the 1890s, when Holmes began articulating it. It was the standard point of Legal Realism, and most first-year contracts classes in law school will make the point often. But even people who readily acknowledge the point at some abstract level do not behave in practice as if they believed it, so let me flesh it out a bit for the sake of completeness.

The lawyers and political economists of the late nineteenth century thought they had worked out a completely neutral and apolitical system of contract law that would maximize both wealth and natural liberty. For the system to operate, they believed, all the courts had to do was to follow the rules protecting formally manifested free intentions. They somehow persuaded themselves that the legal reinforcement of free contracting did not implicate the coercive power of the state in the same way that "regulation" of contracting would have done. Of course a party who relies on legal enforcement is not engaging in a private transaction in the sense that an agreement to have lunch next week is a private transaction. If things go wrong, he hopes to have the option of having his interpretation of the deal backed up by state force—up to and including the 101st Airborne Division or National Guard if defendant resists enforcement. If defendant does not pay up, they will take her furniture, they will take her house, and sell it to satisfy the judgement. That is coercive. The problem is, what are the conditions under which state force is to be deployed? Or as one of the early Legal Realists, Arthur Corbin, put it, "What acts are those which will cause society to come forward with its strong arm?"

23. Nor, obviously, is the agreement to have lunch wholly "private" if what one means by that is that it binds the parties only because and to the extent they both want it to. The norms that create such commitments and sanction their breach are socially created; one of the common sanctions, refusal of further economic dealings, is also one of the legal system's recognized privileged instruments for inflicting harm on others.

The Legal Realists took particular delight in showing that every set of apparently innocuous or neutral rules, even rules like the “mailbox” rules dictating when acceptance is effective, involved making potentially controversial choices among competing policies. The Vokes situation provides a good example. To the trial court, protecting the will of the parties, their contractual intentions, means putting state force behind Arthur Murray’s contract forms, with Audrey Vokes’s signature on them. The studio’s form, without any further inquiry into the circumstances of the transaction, and despite the fact that on its face it seems to have committed the customer to a grotesque bargain, is taken to represent the customer’s intentions. The producer of the form, and of the carefully orchestrated circumstances of its signing, is thus allowed to control the interpretation of the transaction. The fascinating part of the whole business is the way in which the trial court makes a policy decision conferring great social power upon the party who controls the form, then equates the power regime it has just created with natural liberty—the “intentions of the parties”—and finally proclaims its reluctance except in extreme cases to displace the form on the ground that to do so would substitute the law’s judgment for the voluntary acts of the parties!

Notice that the argument I am making here is not the traditional left-liberal or socialist one in favor of more intervention into market transactions or more intensive regulation of contracts. It is a calling into question of the categories of private “free contract” and public “regulation” as adequate descriptions of social life and experience. All the reasons for not letting Arthur Murray collect Audrey Vokes’s property can be rephrased as rational-choice-enhancing, market-reinforcing reasons. And all the reasons for enforcing collection can be characterized as regulatory and interventionist—overriding Audrey Vokes’ freedom of choice for the sake of Arthur Murray’s security and the security of enterprise profits generally. The slogan of free contract is like the slogan of private property—they are both empty and they do not adequately specify what goes on in a capitalist economy. The issue is always: what kind of property, what kind of contracting regimes, should a legal system put its force behind? Abstract notions of property and contract, liberty and efficiency, give one literally no help at all in answering those questions.

As I say, at a highly theoretical level, liberal lawyers and economists should find nothing controversial in any of this: they have known it all for a long time. What liberal scholarship does not em-
phasis is how the discourse of courts and lawyers, like popular discourse, constantly, subtly, almost unconsciously, keeps privileging one possible set of regulatory policies—one possible view of the world—as natural, normal, rational, free, efficient, and usually OK and just. The initial reaction, even among people who like to think of themselves as left-liberal, consumer-protection minded, on the side of the underdogs, etc. (which has been the general tendency of the judges and jurists who developed the modern post-Realist law of contracts, for example), is that Audrey Vokes has got to lose unless she can work hard to convince the court that her case is exceptional, that she belongs to a deviant class, and that protecting her involves paternalist “intervention” into and “regulation” of free contractual choice in some mysterious way that judgment for the studio would not involve.  

The pervasiveness of this mindset was nicely illustrated when, after this talk was over, an evidently highly intelligent student came up to me and said something like: “Isn’t the example you’re giving here one of those hard cases on the borderline that are always hard to decide because they involve special fact situations where applying the normal rules would cause obvious injustice or exceptional hardship? Isn’t it that rules aren’t really designed for extreme cases like this, but for ordinary commercial transactions, where the legal system really should just routinely enforce the contracts that the parties have agreed to?” I was considerably distressed by the remark because it showed that the main points I had been trying to make had not gotten through at all: that every act of contract enforcement involves putting force behind one particular regime of “free bargaining” versus competing regimes that could be enforced instead; that the doctrines of contract law in fact make available to parties in all cases—including cases of contracts that appear “on their face” (meaning as first framed for the categories of the legal system), to require a single clearly correct outcome—a multiplicity of regulatory regimes, some rooted in individualist, and others in cooperative, solidary, visions of economic life; but in the face of this multiplicity, one regime, the classical-

25. On the tendency of even left-liberal legal discourse to privilege the right-wing libertarian position, see M. Kelman, supra note 5.

26. A spectacular example of how to turn an “easy” case into a “hard” one, or an “individualist” framing into an “altruist” one in the commercial context is Columbia Nitrogen Corp. v. Royster, 451 F.2d 3 (4th Cir. 1971). The parties had what appeared from their contract documents to be a minimum-quantity, fixed-price, three-year contract for purchase and sale of phosphates. When phosphate prices plunged in the late 1960s, the buyer tried to
liberal-formal-individualist regime, has been given an arbitrarily privileged status over the others. I had hoped to fuzz up and make problematic in the audience's mind the basic distinction between "voluntary agreements" on the one hand, and "regulation of agreements" on the other; but for this one auditor at least I had spectacularly failed to do so. I was briefly sorry that I had chosen for my talk exactly the kind of case that editors of contracts casebooks put in their "Unconscionability" or "Policing the Bargain" sections to exemplify the kind of far-out, deviant, sleazy commercial behavior, exploiting exceptionally vulnerable parties, that contract law has had to develop extraordinary remedial devices to control—the kind of case that, because it seems so grotesque, does not seem to raise questions about routine legal enforcement in the rest of the economy. The student's response was precisely that of post-Realist judges and scholars generally: to try to isolate out exceptional classes of transactions (here "consumer" as opposed to "commercial" transactions, and transactions involving exceptional vulnerability to exploitation and harsh results) from the ordinary dealings at the heart of the market economy. Such isolating devices therefore become means of legitimating, through normalizing them, the routine instances of exploitation and vulnerability in market transactions—of denying the everyday realities of pain and coercion in business life.

The perspective I have been arguing for suggests that every case—like every other instance of legal discourse, is a tiny enterprise of world creation. Not an isolated enterprise, it fits in with millions of similar instances to create the fields of consciousness through which we interpret, and thus continually produce and reproduce, familiar social realities. Thus, even the fair and generous decision of this court—like the relatively fair, generous, good-faith and socially-minded contracts jurisprudence of the post-Realist generation—reaffirms the stock images of the way it believes the world is, and must be most of the time. It opposes the normal world of business to the quasi-fiduciary world of the dance-studio order as little as possible on the contract and to renegotiate the price. The seller stood firm on the stated contract price. The buyer was successful in pursuing the Fourth Circuit Court to require the introduction of evidence of trade custom and course of dealing since "because of uncertain crop and weather conditions, farming practices, and government agricultural programs, express price and quantity terms in contracts for materials in the mixed fertilizer industry are mere projections to be adjusted according to market forces," id. at 7, and further because the buyer had waived express contract terms for the benefit of the seller when the seller was going through hard times, and the buyer was now deserving of reciprocity.
transaction—the “masculine” world of routine legal enforcement to the “feminine” and sentimental one of equitable exceptions—the hypothetical reasonable consumer, self-reliant, predatory and paranoid, to this exceptional, deviant case of an emotionally vulnerable woman in late middle age who seems peculiarly in need of protection. There is even a fairly obvious connection between the “normal” world constructed through individualist contract rhetoric and the social world actually inhabited by Audrey Vokes. Both are worlds so devoid of sympathetic dealing and solidarity association that the widow has to resort to buying companionship as a commodity, and then watch her companions like a hawk to make sure they are not exploiting her.

The point of analysis like this is simply to unfreeze, to “deconstruct,” this tiny exercise in worldmaking—to point out that certain kinds of familiar common-sense categories, such as the public-private distinction employed in contract discourse, can be turned upside down so as to shake up our conventional perceptions of reality. People react differently to this sort of demonstration:

1. Some are blasé and depressed. They think, “It’s all a question of power, anyway. You can prove till you’re blue in the face that the justifications of power are intellectually arbitrary and it won’t get you anywhere.” This seems to me surely at least partially wrong: power is maintained partly on the acceptance of its justifications.

2. Some are impatient: “This is all very well, but what does it do for Audrey Vokes and people like her? What should Judge Pierce have done that he didn’t do? What action does it recommend?” More generally, “What’s the political point of this kind of demonstration, anyway?” Some quick responses:

(a) A very large part of the point is simply to teach, not through one example like this one but through hundreds of them, a method of critique that a student can readily spray on similar discourses that she is quite certain to encounter repeatedly elsewhere. The

27. Clare Dalton has brilliantly portrayed the construction of social life in the “cohabitation contract” cases such as Marvin v. Marvin, 18 Cal. 3d 660, 557 P.2d 106, 134 Cal. Rptr. 815 (1976); Hewitt v. Hewitt, 77 Ill. 2d 49, 394 N.E.2d 1204 (1979). Dalton points out that women in these cases are either: (1) pictured in the judicial rhetoric as saints, victims, or whores—women who have sacrificed everything for love, been the objects of sexual exploitation, or have tried to seduce men out of their money, or else (2) completely abstracted from the intimate domestic context and treated as partners to ordinary commercial bargains. The images leave no room for a conception of relations between men and women outside marriage founded upon mutual sexual affection, mutual sacrifice, and shared financial and in-kind contributions to the partnership. See Dalton, supra note 5, at 1095-1113.
assumption is that there is a common structure underlying the standard discourses that rationalize domination and hierarchy, that certain types of rhetorical moves recur again and again, so that if you can pick up the structural form of such arguments, you can match an appropriate discourse of critique to local discourses of power as and when the opportunity arises.

(b) Suppose the opportunity is one like our case—i.e., suppose you are the lawyer for someone like Audrey Vokes or a clerk for someone like Judge Pierce. What does the critique suggest you do in that situation? One answer is to press for an expansion of the standard framing of such transactions, for a rhetoric of decision that emphasizes as central, normal goals of the legal system the protection of the long-term capacity for practical freedom, the enforcement of fiduciary obligations to people one has made emotionally dependent, the limited relevance of formal signs of assent to long-term, high-price bargains, and so forth. This would be a very tiny blow to strike for the reconstruction of social life, but if the point is valid that social life as presently constituted is constructed out of millions of such acts of construction, it would be a real blow. The Vokes case itself was reported in ALR and has been reprinted in a number of contracts books, so it has actually had a fairly wide circulation in the legal culture.

(c) Would the opinion do much in an immediate way to protect consumers against being victimized by dance studio practices? Well, no, probably not much at all, except perhaps to help dramatize the problem. Common law regulation through the judiciary is not likely to provide much leverage against abuses of this kind, because it works case-by-case, and the studios do not mind losing a few cases if they can keep binding most customers to their contracts. A lawyer for Audrey Vokes who was indignant enough about her treatment to want to help others avoid it would probably seek other forms of leverage on the studios—local banks and insurance companies, publicity, lobbying groups for the elderly who could push for legislation altogether prohibiting long-term con-


tracting in such businesses,\textsuperscript{30} and so forth. The really basic problem revealed by this case is how lonely people are, and how few places there are in many communities for people to associate in nonthreatening ways in public. This is, of course, a much larger problem that legal practices have also had some share in creating—and that legal practices could play some role in ameliorating—but it is one that contract law decisions cannot immediately very much affect.

What I want to urge, in response to the frequently heard question, “But what solutions does CLS have?” is that there cannot be any predesigned set of “solutions” for the social situation revealed by the Vokes case. There is a politics of stasis—which is the normal politics of the legal system—and a politics of transformation, whose tactics and strategies would have to vary locally according to local contexts. The outsider to the context can at best identify a set of strategies that have worked elsewhere, at other places and times, and some reasons why the strategies might or might not work in this one. Creative variation must be a task for the people on the scene.

3. Some people who take seriously the message of the CLS approach exemplified here are panicked: “If you collapse freedom and regulation into the same thing, the same interpretive morass, if you seem to make both freedom and coercion, private choice and public power, into interchangeable rhetorics, you deny the capacity of law to solve the problem of power in social life and open us up to all-encompassing totalitarian state regulation to which no plausibly coherent limits can be set.” This is an extreme reaction. It supposes that we are completely incapable of knowing freedom when we experience it, so we have to encode its meaning in frozen reified forms, even with the full knowledge that the forms will not really work as we hope they will and will indeed often subvert freedom as well as protect it. I am not here arguing against rules—such as the excellent rule that the police should not break down the door at 3 a.m. or should at least have to give reasons to someone outside the police bureaucracy before they do—but against the kind of rule fetishism that supposes salvation comes through rules, rather than through the social practices that the rulemakers try to symbolize and crystallize, and that blinds one to

\textsuperscript{30} See, e.g., Cal. Civ. Code §§ 1812.50-.54 (West 1985). I am told these statutes were in fact drafted by Stanford Law students who had read cases like the Vokes case in their contracts classes.
the possibility of oppression through rules. The fetishism of “freedom of contract,” for example, makes it hard to see that a particular free-contract regime in force can be a means of facilitating as well as restraining domination and hierarchy in social life.

4. And a few (the few for whose sake if anybody’s the whole enterprise is worth the trouble) experience a thrill that is perhaps a premonition of genuine progress. In law schools, for instance, an awful lot of the training that we give—even those of us relatively speaking on the left—is deliberately, brutally, anti-sentimental. “There’s no such thing as a free lunch.” This is useful: as my colleague Mark Kelman says, it’s always useful for conservatives to point out that you can’t get habitable housing by having a judge declare that landlords have to warrant habitability. But at the same time, conservatives—who here include left-liberals who have absorbed the major elements of the conservatives’ picture of the world, a world in which most transactions are free and voluntary in some meaningful sense most of the time—have been allowed too long to get away with creating a sense of the hopelessness of change out of false legitimation and false necessity. If there is no such thing as a free lunch, it is also true that there is no such thing as a free contract. If the resigned and complacent arguments turn out, over and over again, to be wrong, it may be that after all it is possible that altruism, community, democratic participation, equality, and so forth, can be promoted without destroying freedom and economic efficiency. At the very least, there is always the thrill of knowing that some of the fancier rationalistic, or resigned and world-weary arguments as to why nothing important can ever change are no good.